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NATIONAL PARKS
KAIBAB NATIONAL FOREST
CEDAR BREAKS
Utah's and Arizona's scenic wonderland - America's most colorful and spectacular vacation-land.

A region of stupendous canyons, vast chasms and amphitheatres, prismatic plains and stately forests.

The Utah Parks Company, a subsidiary of the Union Pacific System, operates motor bus tours to these three National Parks from Cedar City, Utah, the rail gateway to this scenic section. It also operates the lodging, dining and recreational facilities in the parks, the lodges at Kanab and Cedar Breaks, and El Escalante Hotel at Cedar City.
ZION CANYON, ZION NATIONAL PARK

The view from either the West or East Rim, over three thousand feet above floor of canyon, is an indescribable vista of gigantic, brilliantly colored sandstone monuments.
At one time the sacred council chamber of various Indian tribes dwelling in Southern Utah.
ANGELS LANDING, ZION NATIONAL PARK

A monolith of bulk and majesty chiseled from the vermilion walls.
EL GOBERNADOR. "THE GREAT WHITE THRONE".
ZION NATIONAL PARK

A colossal truncated dome, the colorings of which give it a dramatic quality that is highly sensational.
CASTLE DOME, MT. MAJESTIC AND ANGELS LANDING, ZION NATIONAL PARK

Interesting peaks rising high above the Mukuntuweap River, which winds its way through Zion Canyon.
In contour it resembles "the old swimming hole" and a swim is most enjoyable following a hike or saddle horse trip.
Situated at the foot of towering sheer rock walls of brilliant hues, it provides accommodations for guests housed in sleeping lodges adjacent.
UNION PACIFIC'S LODGE, KANAB, UTAH

Motor bus tours en route to and from Grand Canyon National Park, North Rim, stop here for meal service.
"Kaibab" is a Piute Indian word meaning "mountain-lying-down". The Kaibab is the largest and most beautiful virgin forest in the United States.
KAIBAB FOREST COUGARS (MOUNTAIN LIONS)

Cougars until much reduced in numbers by official huntsmen made devastating inroads on deer in the Kaibab Forest. They are now rarely seen and then only in unfrequented sections.
Many thousands of black-tail mule deer range through the forest and it is not unusual for the traveler to see hundreds from the highway.
To see this rare and beautiful creature flickering through the trees is one of the most interesting experiences passing through the forest.
The North Rim of the Grand Canyon, being more than a thousand feet higher than the South Rim presents a most amazing view of this stupendous chasm.
In Hindu Mythology, Vishnu was the associate of Brahma and Shiva. Brahma was the evolver of the universe, Vishnu the redeemer and Shiva the destroyer.
ANGELS WINDOW, CAPE ROYAL, NORTH RIM OF THE GRAND CANYON

Aptly named and affording a most unique view of the Colorado River.
Bright Angel Point, one of the famous viewpoints on the North Rim, is the site of Grand Canyon Lodge.
GRAND CANYON OF THE COLORADO FROM CAPE ROYAL, NORTH RIM

One of the several vantage points from which the canyon may be viewed and yielding a tremendous panorama.
LODGE CENTER, NORTH RIM, GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK

Built on the very brink of the gorge at Bright Angel Point and so planned and constructed it appears to be part of the canyon wall. Guests are housed in sleeping lodges adjacent.
BRYCE CANYON, BRYCE CANYON NATIONAL PARK

An endless array of towers, spires, minarets, fortresses, steeples, etc., standing in weird formation and embellished by a riot of color in reds, pinks, yellows and white.
WALL OF WINDOWS, BRYCE CANYON NATIONAL PARK
A beautiful and striking erosional formation.
THE CATHEDRAL, BRYCE CANYON NATIONAL PARK

A remarkable configuration in this inspiring scenic rarity.
One does not have to draw on the imagination to locate the Queen among the formations in this view.
A grouping of eroded vari-colored sandstone pinnacles.
As in Zion and Grand Canyon National Parks, the Lodge Center provides accommodations for guests housed in sleeping lodges adjacent.
This small but beautifully colored canyon is passed through enroute to and from Bryce Canyon National Park.
CEDAR BREAKS, IN SOUTHERN UTAH

One of the most colorful and fantastic examples of erosion, and, like Bryce Canyon, contains thousands of grotesque and magnificent architectural forms.
WALLS OF JERICHO. CEDAR BREAKS. SOUTHERN UTAH

One of many interesting formations to be found down in this colorful amphitheatre.
CEDAR BREAKS, SOUTHERN UTAH

Another general view of this eroded chasm.
CEDAR BREAKS LODGE, CEDAR BREAKS, UTAH

Provides dining, lounging, etc. facilities. There are a limited number of sleeping lodges adjacent for guests.
Each de luxe guest lodge room has a fire-place, separate outside porch and private bath, and is equipped with double roll-away bed and day bed (latter shown in view). Similar lodges are available in Grand Canyon and Bryce Canyon National Parks.
EL ESCALANTE HOTEL, CEDAR CITY, UTAH

Named after Padre Sylvestre de Escalante, Spanish explorer-priest, who, in 1776, was the first white man to visit this region.